Resources on Facilitating Pro-Dissent Meetings

ALA Public Programs Office. Libraries Transforming Communities | Tools, Publications & Resources. Accessed ALL THE TIME! (ALA is non-stop adding to these resources to help you facilitate tough conversations respectfully from a position of appreciative inquiry and curiosity.)


Mang, Pamela, Ben Haggard, and Regenesis. “Part Three: Becoming a Regenerative Change Agent.” In Regenerative Development and Design: a Framework for Evolving Sustainability. Hoboken, NJ: Wiley, 2016. (Generally speaking we wouldn’t put a book in quick resources, but this section and its one chapter is so good at helping the reader understand a pro-complexity mindset - we just needed to include it!)

“More Than 850 Juvenile Justice Professionals Take Equity Challenge.” The Annie E. Casey Foundation. Accessed January 10, 2020. https://www.aecf.org/blog/more-than-850-juvenile-justice-professionals-take-equity-challenge/. (There is a great short list of videos to watch as a part of this post that is a solid jumping off point for white managers who want to begin deconstructing their beliefs around race, meritocracy, and wealth.)

Social, Legal, Political Theory, Context and Guidance


Clark, Tania. *I Can't Talk About the Trees Without the Blood*. Pittsburgh, PA: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2018 (Yes, it is a book of poetry.)


**Works in H4D! Presentation, Not Listed Above**


https://www.nps.gov/grsm/learn/news/chilogatee-project.htm

https://www.qgazette.com/articles/queens-library-van-bramer-gentile-rally-against-cuts/


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFzEl1rZG_U


https://urbanlibrariansunite.org/2013/07/09/victory/.